
 

 



WHY CHRISTMAS?  

I probably don’t have to go much into this but there are reasons why businesses don’t 
instinctively up their game at Christmas: 

1. Leaving it too late.  You might have planned your Christmas offering/products 
but leaving the promotional planning until November is not going to maximise 
Christmas for you. 

2. Blaming ‘over-saturation’ before even starting any promotion. Everyone is trying 
to get seen and heard so what’s the point? 

3. Not crafting a seasonal hook to an offering. You may not be creating anything 
specifically for Christmas. The mistake is in assuming that this matters and that 
something has to have a specifically festive purpose. 

PRODUCT VS SERVICE 

Christmas content can be heavily geared around gift guide opportunities for product 
based businesses. 
 
Gift guides offer a great coverage opportunity if you can make your offering fit. 

If not, how can you work your service or offering into the mix?  Can it be seasonal?  Health 
and wellness around Christmas and New Year or interior design expertise that will help 
readers get their homes ready for christmas guests. 

Think outside the box and research previous issues for inspiration. 

LEAD TIMES: 

Lead times are so crucial for Christmas.  That’s why I’m talking about it in July. 

Long Lead - Monthly Magazines - will be working on Christmas from now until 
September-ish. 

Short Lead - Weekly Magazines and Supplements - will be taking on content and 
suggestions but will probably start compiling around September/October. 

HOW DO YOU DO IT?: 

1. Lead times. Keep this heavily in mind and be aware that it’s changeable from outlet 
to outlet. 

2. Collate a list of media that you want to be positioning in. 
3. Find out who is doing the Christmas gift guide wherever possible. From my 

resources or from calling the publication direct and asking for the best contact or 
email address to send to. 

4. Christmas gift guides are a job not much enjoyed - sometimes they will be 
outsourced to freelancers. 

5. Where possible make notes with each contact if you know how they would prefer to 
receive information - selection of low res imagery, a download link/google drive link 
for the high res options or a press release in the first instance. 



NOW TO THE PREP; WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO SEND? 

1. Have all imagery ready in high resolution and labelled: name, brand, price and 
website 

2. Have copies of these images as low res files also 
3. Any products or services that you feel are a great Christmas gift option - collate and 

create a visual document 
4. Credit information - pricing, website information and contact details 
5. Think about how you can theme your pitch - for the girl who has everything, for the 

man in your life etc but also what price bracket it will sit in.  (see examples in 
Downloads) 

FOLLOW UP: 

• Set up Google Alerts on your brand and website to track any online coverage coming 
through. 

• Keep a simple excel spreadsheet with all outreach detailed so that you know what to 
follow up on, what is in the pipeline and what coverage might be expected. 

• Use any learnings from this year as preparation for next year including contact 
information and insight. 


